The Providence family

* Electric Options
INDIRECT OPTICAL SYSTEM

Specified where the PAR30 or PAR38 with AAL's indirect optical system to create even illumination and focused output, the indirect system eliminates glare for obvious comfort. Features an equal beam spread of light that柔和 naturally follows the fixture. The fixture produces glare-free lighting at high efficacy, controlled vaulted illumination. This highly engineered optical system is in lines with F LSU's style of lighting and ADA code illumination.

The indirect optical system provides a unique and highly polished finish. This fixture is especially designed to focus the beam on an LED and/or an LED system to achieve the desired effect.

EVEN, GLARE-FREE ILLUMINATION

The fixture is fabricated to provide an even, soft glow. The lens is constructed to provide a uniform distribution of light in all directions.

LED Exclusive MicroEmitter Technology

A series of LED Exclusive® Light Sources, Photometrics, Large and Medium lumes, featuring AAL's exclusive MicroEmitter™ Technology, which deliver precise, constant output and LED optical performance characteristics.

PROVIDENCE™ FAMILY
REVOLUTIONARY TECHNOLOGY
Enhance pedestrian safety with our innovative LED technology.

1. Central LED light to improve visibility and reduce glare.
2. Adaptive lens design to dynamically adjust to varying conditions.
3. Enhanced safety features include glare reduction and improved visibility.
4. Advanced LED technology for improved efficiency and longevity.

COMFORTABLE, UNIFORM ILLUMINATION

HOW IT WORKS

The enhanced LED technology reduces glare and improves visibility while reducing energy consumption.

up to 50% LESS glare
Compared to current standard LED orders.

PROVIDENCE FAMILY
The Essex
Model 1900

The Essex captures the folklore of the English countryside with its simple, four-sided design and graceful, curving roof-line. Inspired by the green by-ways and quaint villages of the Thames Estuary, the Essex Lamp benefits from that country's unique blend of rural tradition and urban elegance. The gently sloping roof of the Essex Lamp complements a wide range of architectural styles.

* Gras Options

Post Mount

Wall Mount

Pier Mount
As shown with Universal finial
The Essex

Product Overview:
- Sand cast aluminum
- CSA approved valve
- Flat tempered glass included; additional glass options available*
- Universal finial included; decorative finials available*

Installation Options:
- Post mount fits standard 3" outside diameter post
- For wall mount, combine with our Four-Sided Decorative Bracket or Universal Bracket
- For pier mount, combine with our Four-Sided Pier Mount or Heritage Pier Mount

Illumination Options:
- Mantle Gas
- Open Flame Gas
- GasGlow® LED®
- Candelabra Base

Finish Options:
- Available in all finish options

*Additional charges may apply